
SeaCatch 
WIRELESS VIDEO SECURITY

™

Intrusion Detection for 

Cabins, Remote Sites 

and Temporary Applications

outdoor construction site

boat

indoor construction site

mine cabin or camp



Seasonal Summer Homes, 
Cabins and Camps
When you close up your cabin you can 
now have a security system to protect 
your valuable assets without having 
to leave the phone service and heat 
on all winter long.

Construction Sites
If you store your construction equip-
ment in the front of the job site one 
day and need to move it to the rear the 
next, just move the SeaCatch motion 
viewer to the area you need to protect.

Boats and RVs
Keep your boat docked while you’re 
away and rest assured that no one 
will board without SeaCatch letting 
you know.

Vacant Properties and 
Storage Sheds
Don’t be concerned about vandals 
entering your vacant building. Put 
up a SeaCatch motion viewer and be 
alerted whenever anyone enters the 
property.

Storage Yards, Depots, 
Vehicle and Retail Lots
If you’re tired of putting your product 
displays out and taking them in each 
day, a SeaCatch motion viewer will 
watch over your products both night 
and day, alerting you to any intrusion. 
SeaCatch’s video feed will provide the 
evidence the police need to make an 
arrest.

Security Where You 
Need It—Without 
Phone or Electrical 
Connections

For decades, two security problems 
have defied solution: how to protect 
remote locations without electrical 
power or phone connections, and 
how to protect assets that aren’t al-
ways in the same place.

Finally, there’s a practical, economi-
cal solution: The SeaCatch Wireless 
Video Security System. It’s battery 
powered and communicates through 
GSM like your cell phone. It can oper-
ate off the grid in remote locations 
and in extreme temperatures to 
-20°F. Compact, portable and easy to 
set up, the SeaCatch system is ideal 
for movable assets and temporary 
installations.

SeaCatch Excels in 
Remote Locations and 
Vacant Areas



Simple and Sophisticated
The SeaCatch™ Wireless Video Security System is so 
simple to set up that you can easily move it around to suit 
your needs. No hard wiring or networking—just two main 
components that can be mounted almost anywhere.

Motion viewers combine a passive infrared motion sen-
sor, a digital video camera and infrared illuminators into 
a single compact wireless battery powered device that is 
available for both indoor and outdoor applications.

The control panel can receive video from up to 25 motion 
viewers and will transmit a 10 second clip to the Seacoast 
security monitoring center over GSM or internet. The bat-
tery life is between 1–4 years based on the application 
and usage.

Accessories can be added to expand the functionality of 
SeaCatch. You can add door/window contacts, proximity 
card readers, siren, strobes, keypads, and external anten-
nas to boost the signal when needed.

Easy Installation Options
Because the system is wireless, SeaCatch components can 
be mounted and installed almost anywhere. The motion 
viewer can be placed on interior or exterior walls, fences, 
and dock pilings and even in a tree.

What if someone tries to disable or damage the motion 
viewer? By that time we already have their picture and 
the police have been notified. 

The “bucket cam” is a quick solution for construction sites 
or temporary applications. Place a pole in a 5-gallon bucket 

filled with concrete and mount a 
couple motion viewers back to back 
on the pole. Now you can move the 
bucket cam to protect the area you 
need to. There’s no need to move 
the assets you want to protect—
bring the security to them.

Don’t Just Document 
the Crime—Stop It!
When an intrusion occurs, SeaCatch sends a brief, real time 
video clip to the Seacoast Security 24/7 monitoring center. 
One of our trained monitoring dispatchers will view the clip 
and determine the cause of the intrusion and then will take 
the appropriate action. Because we can see what caused 
the alarm activation, false alarms are virtually eliminated.

We can also have the clip sent to your email at the same 
time we are viewing it so you can be aware of what we 
are seeing. 

SeaCatch was purposely engineered to produce a relatively 
low-resolution video image that can be quickly transmitted 
over the GSM network. This is not a surveillance system—it 
is intrusion detection and verification to stop the crime 
and apprehend the intruders. SeaCatch is so effective it is 
endorsed by the National Sheriff’s Association. 
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SeaCatch™ Wireless 
Video Security

Security Where You Need It

PO Box A 
West Rockport, ME 04865

TEL 207 236 4876 
 800 654 8800 
FAX 207 236 8517

www.seacoastsecurity.com

If you need to protect movable assets or 
remote locations, SeaCatch is the solution.

Call us now for a demonstration or visit 
www.SeacoastSecurity.com to find out 
more about the SeaCatch™ Wireless Video 
Security System.

System Components, 
Accessories and Options

Specifications

GENERAL PANEL SELECTION GUIDELINES

Outdoor XTO IP 610

Indoor—climate control XTIP 610

Indoor—no climate control XTX IP 610

Xtender integration XTIP 610

RF RANGE EXPECTATIONS (915 MHz)*

APPLICATION RANGE (feet)

Line-of-sight 500–1000

Outdoor 300–500

Commercial building 100–200

Residential building 100–300

Lab rating 2000

* These numbers are estimates. RF signals vary 

 by environment. Test RF signal using demo kit 

 whenever possible.

BATTERY LIFE EXPECTATIONS*

APPLICATION YEARS

Outdoor uncontrolled Up to 1

Outdoor controlled 1–2

Indoor + outdoor 1–2

Indoor 2–3

Maximum 4

* These numbers are estimates. Battery life is based 

 on amount of events transmitted by the panel.

SEACATCH BASIC PANEL SPECIFICATIONS

PANEL XTIP 610 XTX IP 610 XTO IP 610

Zones 24 24 24

Communications IP Ethernet + GPRS IP Ethernet + GPRS IP Ethernet + GPRS

Temp rating 32 to 100°F -20 to 140°F -20 to 140°F

Power package PP 1 or 4 PP 1 or 4 PP 1 or 4

Xtender capable? Yes Yes Yes

Weatherproof? No No Yes

External antenna capable? Yes Yes Built-In

Arming inputs 2 2 2

Programmable inputs 3 3 3

Programmable outputs 2 2 2

SYSTEM FEATURES

✓	 Integrated IP Ethernet + GPRS modems
✓	 No AC power required (GPRS only)
✓	 Completely wireless
✓	 Infrared illumination (up to 30 ft.)
✓	 Full-RF supervision
✓	 Military-grade RF
✓	 Up to 19 user codes / badges
✓	 Auto arm / disarm on 7-day schedule
✓	 Opening / closing reports by user
✓	 Exit / entry delays
✓	 Tamper alerts

EFFECTIVE 

MOTIONVIEWER™ 

DETECTION RANGE

90-Degree 
Detection Pattern


